
Celebrity News: Seth Rogen Is
Open  to  Renewing  Vows  with
Wife Lauren Miller

By  Carly
Horowitz

Seth  Rogen  and  Lauren  Miller  are  all  about  enjoying  the
moment! In latest celebrity news, Rogen reveals that he would
be open to renewing his vows with his wife, Lauren Miller.
According to UsMagazine.com, Rogen said, “Yeah, that would be
fun. Anything for a party.” Miller is open to the idea as well
as she stated, “Renew our vows? Does that mean we can have
another wedding?” The celebrity couple was wed in October 2011
after they had been dating for seven years. A source revealed
that their celebrity wedding was carefree and entertaining.
“The wedding was more laughs than anything else,” said the
source.  “Every  other  line  was  a  joke.  The  crowd  couldn’t
contain their laughter!”
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In  celebrity  news,  Seth  Rogen  is
open to renewing his vows so he can
have another party! What are some
benefits to renewing your vows?

Cupid’s Advice:

Once you and your partner have been married for a while, the
question may arise as to if you would like to renew your vows.
Renewing  your  vows  is  a  wonderful  way  to  celebrate  your
marriage and love and reaffirm your commitment to one another.
Here are some reasons why reviewing your vows may be a good
choice at this time in your relationship:

1. You two have been through a lot: Maybe you and your partner
have just experienced a loss in your family. Or, you two have
just gone through the stresses of losing a job. Nevertheless,
you have made it through together! Now, your relationship is
even stronger than it was before. You definitely deserve a
celebration and some time to let loose. If you have been
through something like this with your partner, it may be a
perfect time to gather up your closest friends and family and
have a beautiful ceremony to renew your vows.

Related  Link:  Royal  Celebrity  Wedding:  Queen  Elizabeth  II
Gives Formal Consent for Prince Harry & Meghan Markle to Marry

2. You didn’t have your dream wedding: There is always room
for second chances. You may have gotten married in a time
where you could not afford to have the wedding of your dreams.
Maybe  something  happened  at  your  wedding  that  was  deemed
unsatisfactory. Whatever it is, renewing your vows offers you
an  opportunity  to  now  plan  your  dream  wedding  with  your
partner whom you are now even more in love with!
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Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Amy Schumer Is Not
Changing Her Last Name Post-Marriage

3.  It  can  reignite  the  spark:  Renewing  your  vows  is  an
intimate ceremony that has the potential to reignite the spark
in your relationship. If you two have been married for a while
and are living in a routine, it would be a wonderful change of
pace  to  plan  for  a  ceremony  of  renewing  vows.  This  time
around, it will be so much more relaxing and enjoyable.

What are some other advantages to renewing your vows? Comment
below!

Dating:  First  Impressions  –
Part II

By  Alex  V.  of
The Urban Dater
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Reality.  If reality was an actual person, I’d probably punch
it in the neck.  Why?  Sometimes, or most times (depending on
how much baby Jesus thinks I suck) reality really is a jerk.
 Only sometimes, though.

I’m a dork, I gigantic geek bag!  It’s true.  No, really, it
is!  I was a nerd before it was cool, dammit!  However,
there’s just no helping a person’s uninformed perception aka
ignorance.  You see, being a dork and an odd ball, dating
women was often lost on me.  No women wanted to date a geek
like me, I thought.

You never heard about Dustin Diamond dating a hot girl, now
did you?  If you did, surely you chuckled at such a ridiculous
rumor.  However, the coolness of nerds and geeks has sky
rocketed over the years, with shows like Beauty and the Geek
and the rise to stardom of actors, like my hero, Seth Rogen.

Seeing that, the king of chubs and geeks, Seth Rogan was
dating super-hottie Lauren Miller, for, at the time, four
years, gave me hope that a geek like me could find a hottie of
my own as well; and found one I did!  The nerd wins!

My girlfriend, I tell my friends, is a lot prettier than a
dork like me deserves.  I’m sure Seth Rogen felt the same way,
too!   Once  we  get  passed  the  looks  and  the  superficial
associations and self-stylings, we’re all looking for love,
ultimately.  It’s not just about looks, after all.  Right?

There was something about this person that made me fall for
her, many somethings, if you will.

– The person has got to make you laugh.  No question about it.
 The women I’ve loved were the ones that made me laugh.  No
doubt about it.
– Are they open minded?  Is your would-be partner in crime
willing to pony up when you want to go on an adventure?
– Will they help you clean your place after a raging party at



3am?  Just having the support is important.
– Do your friends like your significant other?  This, by far,
has been the biggest difference for me.  Most of the women
I’ve  dated,  my  friends  didn’t  get  along  with.   With  my
girlfriend, now, all my friends simply adore her.  They would
probably dump me, if I dump my girlfriend!
– Do they make you believe you can do anything?  My girl does.
 She’s my biggest fan; my biggest cheerleader.  The girl
supports all of things I’m working on… That’s huge.  Seth
Rogen? You better believe he needs a cheerleader after a box
office bomb… I’m just sayin’.

It’s pretty amazing what becomes clear once we set perceptions
about beauty and status aside.  No?

Seth  Rogen  Proposes  to
Girlfriend of Six Years
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According  to  Us
Weekly, Seth Rogan confirmed his engagement to writer, Lauren
Miller, on the series premiere of Conan.  However, as Seth
Rogan later revealed to Conan O’Brien, popping the question to
his future bride was a bit awkward and unconventional.  After
he bought the ring, which he jokingly compared to the ring
from The Lord of the Rings, he was so nervous that he decided
to propose right away.  Though Seth Rogan’s intentions were
romantic, his girlfriend was in the closet changing at the
time.  “She was literally only in her underpants and [her
chest] was out,” Seth Rogen recalled.  “I’d already kind of
started, and I was like ‘Oh man, her [chest is] out!  That’s
not part of the plan!’”  Regardless of the circumstances,
Lauren Miller accepted.

What should you do when popping the question doesn’t go as
planned?

Cupid’s Advice:

Though you may have grown up dreaming about a flawless fairy
tale engagement, in reality nothing is perfect.  Cupid has
some suggestions on what to do if there’s a mistake:

1. Laugh it off: Laughter is always the best medicine, and
chances are that whatever happened to mess up your big moment
is probably more funny than tragic.
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2. Do it over: Who says you can’t propose a second time, even
if it is only a few minutes after the first attempt?

3. Get over it: If for some reason you really can’t laugh off
a minor kink in the plan, get over it and just enjoy being in
love.

Funnyman Seth Rogen Proposes
to Longtime Girlfriend

According  to
RadarOnline, Funny People’s Seth Rogen popped the question to
longtime girlfriend, Lauren Miller last week.  After coming
back from a family visit in Boston, the actor bent down on one
knee to ask for her hand in marriage.  Dating since 2004, a
source close to the couple reveals that Miller was beginning
to give up hope for a proposal.
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If your man seems reluctant to pop the question, how can you
tactfully find out what he’s thinking?

Cupid’s Advice:

If you’re looking for a ring by spring, perhaps some good old-
fashioned subconscious mind tapping will do the trick:

1.  Get  his  reaction:  Bring  up  the  subject  of  marriage
indirectly.  For example, if a mutual friend of yours recently
got engaged, make a casual comment about it, like, “I wonder
where they’ll have the wedding,” or “They look even happier
than they did before.”  Does he unknowingly smile when you say
it, or does he roll his eyes?  His reaction could be all that
you need to solve the proposal puzzle.

2. Channel Josephine Bonaparte: The empress of France knew
what to do when Napoleon was dragging his feet.  Rumors that
she was spending her free time in the likes of powerful, rich
men, jolted Napoleon to put a ring on it.  By letting your
beau know that you’re a hot commodity, it could give him just
the push he needs to go to the jewelers.

3.  The  ultimatum:  In  today’s  society,  things  move  fast.  
Technology has caused us to think quicker, act quicker and
question things a lot more than we did in previous decades. 
So, it’s no surprise that you may need to ask yourself, “Where
is this going?”  Pick a time when both of you are alone and
relaxed to bring it up. But don’t flip out if you don’t get
the answer you want.  Sometimes its better to move on.

 


